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COSMOGENESIS OF LIGHT 
 
“From bathtub to bathtub, I have uttered stuff & nonsense.” 

—A Zen master 

Suppose you fill a pool with water on a sunny day in the second half of July, & then 
You proceed to take a picture of it with your iPhone with the intent to post it on 
Facebook as an advertisement for an imminent pool-party. Only just as you reach for 
the smartphone, it preempts you—it leaps straight out of your shirt pocket & lands 
with a splash right in the middle of the pool. You look on horror. The phone flutters 
through the water like a maple leaf in New England autumn, finally coming to rest on 
the floor of the said pool. Almost instinctually, an impulse to heroic rescue surges up 
in your breast, & you prepare to go after the gadget—but wait! This is interesting—an 
opportunity for scientific inquiry! Notice the disturbances in the water; the vortices, 
the ripples, & the whirlpools. In fact you could hardly make out the latter if it weren’t 
for the play of light on the bottom of the pool. The lucent dance of sunlight & shadow 
betrays the whereabouts of the otherwise invisible eddies. A uniform transparent 
liquid fills the pool. Multitudinous vectors & dynamics, invisible within the former, 
find visible representation upon the walls of the latter. 

If you were a goldfish, these currents would have some logistical significance, but 
they matter very little to us in practical terms. And yet, by analogical extension, these 
ripples reveal their clandestine riches, like the plaster-covered bust of pure gold in 
the basement of a traveling salesman named Clyde McGregor. 

Maybe the pool was actually a bathtub, since the image is marginally funnier: now 
imagine the interior of the said tub to be the internal “screen” of consciousness; the 
tableau within our minds whence we read our visual experience (if you’re a doggéd 
materialist, pretend it’s the back of your retina). The bathwater, in our model, 
represents the space that envelops us—separating, surrounding, unifying, 
permeating, interpenetrating, & encompassing all forms in the material universe. 
One might also overlay a common model for perception onto our lavatorial schema: 
bathtub walls (more accurately, the shadows cast upon them)—subject 
vortices & whirlpools—object 
bathwater—the process & medium of perception (as for the iPhone, you must forget 
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that…by now even the most aggressive rice-bag therapy will not resuscitate a gadget 
so waterlogged). 

Now, with such an exquisite palimpsest of a model lain before our mind’s eye, let us 
allow it to work upon us so that secrets of the cosmos may be revealed! Let it 
enlighten us in our hypothetical bathtub! 

Consider the relationship between the components of our schema: the whirlpools & 
the bathwater are of the same substance—indeed it is only upon the “silver screen” (i. 
e. the bathtub’s interior) behind them that they become visible, precipitating out of 
uniform fluid. Similarly, at a cinema, the projector issues forth images in 
luminescent rays. The light, however, remains entirely invisible to us until it meets 
with some resistance—the movie-screen, or dust particles inside the theatre. Both the 
bathtub & the picture-show illustrate the same concept (though the latter is more 
abstract): both models demonstrate that the objects of perception & the activity of 
perception itself are actually indistinguishable, and that it is only 
the post hoc subjective interpretation that divides them & stipulates discreetness. To 
pursue this inquiry “deeper”: even the subjective interpretation collapses into the 
budding unity, since the shadow-show is merely the whirlpools seen from another 
perspective; a reflection of them, a representation. An attempt to divorce them is 
tantamount to the task of outrunning one’s own shadow. Likewise in the bathtub: 
bathwater, eddies, & shadow-show—all is wrought of a single substance. 

Let us leave the bathtub & proceed to the cinema, squeaky-clean, only with empty 
pockets consequent to the cell-phone’ untimely demise. Attempt now to conceive of 
the theater in these terms—all the cinematic apparitions are merely perturbations in 
light from the projector, just as the bathtub shadow-show stemmed from whirlpools 
in the water. 

Finally, let us quit the confines of cinema & step out of our thought-experiment 
altogether: as disturbances in the bathwater rendered figures on the bathtub-walls, & 
as fluctuations in light projected visible plot-lines on the silver screen, likewise all 
forms of the material universe are jiggles in space, cast as a picture-show upon the 
screen of our consciousness. It is important not to confuse space with air; they are 
different. Air occupies space, as do all other forms, elements, & objects. Indeed we 
might say that every “thing” is space, fundamentally—space of a particular condition: 
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namely, perturbed. These perturbations of sheer emptiness capture, bend, & perplex 
the lightwaves that perpetually & ubiquitously stream through the cosmos. Light, 
when met with such resistance, generates form, substance, matter. 

Behold! A cosmos of confounded light! 
“And God saw the light, that it was good…”. 
—Genesis 1:4 
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COSMOGENESIS OF S0UND 

In alchemy of letters on a page, 
Lo! the word is born; 
Or the sundry seeds scattered on a violinist’s score 
Their springtime sprouts as melody; 
And buds to harmony by the ides of June 
Then burgeons into symphony in full Summer’s bloom. 

Consider each segment of this piece to follow as a letter, a phonetic symbol, a musical 
note: it is my hope that by the conclusion, a mighty chord of comprehension will 
sound about the reader’s mind like the titanic tones of a church organ at Chartes 
Cathedral on Easter Sunday. 

*** 

On the 8th of July, in the year 1680, at eleven o’clock in the morning, one Robert 
Hooke drew a violin-bow across a plate of glass sprinkled with emmer wheat flour in 
a shadowy study in the East End of London. A sound issued forth from the 
interaction. The emmer flour spontaneously arranged itself in a starburst design, 
radially symmetrical. Hooke drew the bow again, this time faster so as to create a 
higher tone. Instantly, the flour responded—reorganizing its symmetry according to 
the frequency of vibration. The German polymath Ernst Chladni popularised Hooke’s 
experiment some one-hundred years later, when he publishedEntdeckungen über die 
Theorie des Klanges (“Discoveries in the Theory of Sound”) in 1787. Chladni’s 
technique reflected Hooke’s, though the former substituted metal for glass & sand for 
flour out of the native German appreciation for quality materials. Intoned by various 
frequencies, the sand formed the following designs, now called “Chladni Figures”: 
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One can scarcely ignore the resemblance of these figures to the form of a snowflake, 
or a star. What divine melody intones the forms of such celestial bodies? Copernicus 
called it musica universalis, “The Music of the Spheres.” 
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*** 

In 550 B. C., Pythagoras revealed the relationship between sound & form. “The Sage 
of Samos,” inspired by the melodic clunks of various hammer-sizes against an iron 
anvil, left the blacksmith & hurried home to his hut, where he devised a lyre-
prototype in order to demonstrate the relationship between the mathematical ratio 
of string-length to the tone that it would emit; the reciprocal interplay of form & 
sound. 
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*** 

With lusty singing, the body waxeth thirsty; Luciano Pavarotti invariably kept a glass 
of mineral water from the San Pellegrino Springs on the set at rehearsals to alleviate a 
parched vocal organ. When Il Maestro hit the high C in La donna é mobilé, the note was 
expressed in ripples on the surface of the said water. If the sparkling liquid could 
hold its form, what could one expect but a centrifugal design of radial symmetry—a 
Chladni figure frozen on the surface of the water? Glass, conversely, being brittle, 
shatters when the soprano hits her octave because the former cannot resist the 
cosmoplastic potency of such a tone. 

*** 
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“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He 
was with God in the beginning. Through it all things were made; without it nothing was made 
that has been made.” 
—John 1:1 

The Gospel According to Saint John, representing the confluence of Semitic & 
Hellenistic thought, begins with none other than this fateful enunciation. The 
Word, Logos, λόγος—”through it all things were made.” Sound, consolidated into the 
Word, intones, invokes, & informs the manifest universe. 

We perceive a wonderful harmony between Christian cosmogony & that of the Near 
East. The Vedas, the seminal texts of Indian philosophy stemming from an oral 
tradition that predates recorded history were understood as Śruti (Sanskrit: श्रुति)—

”that which was heard”; revelation by sound. Veda itself shares an etymological stem 
with our English word “verb,” the action-word. Later Hindu texts expounded on the 
primeval sound. Indeed the entire Mandukya Upanishadconcerns the original Word, 
called the pranava, the sacred syllable AUM(Sanskrit: ॐ). A-U-M, representing 

Creation, 
Preservation, 
& Destruction, 
is embodied in the trinity of the Hindu godhead: 
Brahma, 
Vishnu, 
& Shiva. 
Consider the first verse of the sacred text: 

 

AUM! – This Imperishable Word is the whole of this visible universe. Its explanation is as 
follows: What has become, what is becoming, what will become, verily, all of this is AUM. 
And what is beyond these three states of the world of time, that too, verily, is AUM. 

*** 
Physicist Michio Kaku gives present-day resonance to the intimate intertwining of 
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sound & reality that has echoed about the millennia. Describing what many 
physicists today recognise as the consensus theory of reality: 

“In String Theory, all particles are vibrations on a tiny rubber band; physics is the 
harmonies on the string; chemistry is the melodies we play on vibrating strings; the universe 
is a symphony of strings, and the ‘Mind of God’ is cosmic music resonating in 11-
dimensional hyperspace.” 

Once again, sound is hailed as immanent, preeminent, fundamental. Out of the 
vacuum, strings on the cosmic lyre vibrate in resonance & intone the material 
universe. Actually it could have been a celestial flute, if we concede to Einstein’s 
assertion: 

“Human beings, vegetables, or cosmic dust—we all dance to a mysterious tune, intoned in 
the distance by an invisible piper.” 

The latter likely had blue skin. 
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COSMOGENESIS: THE CONFLUENCE 

At dawn, when wondering clouds bespeckle the softening welkin, if electromagnetic 
waves tickle my retinæ in just the right frequency—in oscillations of 700 nm on the 
electromagnetic spectrum—then I behold the glorious color RED. If I’m a pagan 
poet, I write a paean to Apollo & chant it on the diurnal ascension withal. Obviously 
the latter is not intrinsic to the sunrise. But neither is the former: color is not really a 
thing, it is rather an experience. Fundamental is vibration; jiggles in space. Tantric 
philosophy calls this formative vibration spanda; modern physics calls them 
“superstrings.” Through our senses, we receive these oscillations in emptiness & 
interpret them as a late November sunrise (as to the listener, from the myriad 
discreet notes of a harpsichord, there emerges the melody of a Mozart sonata.) This 
magical emergence is the principle behind the Alchemy of Mind & Light & Light: 

“Mind is the forerunner of all things… 
Mind is the forerunner of all things.” 

—Buddha, from the Dhammapada 

Before our minds conjure up their wonders, there are no things altogether, only 
vibrations. The eye, no less than the ear, is a delicate antenna, perfectly sculpted to 
receive these pervasive billows. The peculiar pattern of waves 
both determines& reflects the structure of the material universe. In the Cosmogeneses 
of Light &Sound, we explored this principle. We soon intimate, however, that all 
senses represent, fundamentally, refinements of a single basic sense—broadly, 
“touch.” These are the five-fold channels that we interact with our surroundings 
withal. From sight, to sound, to smell, to taste, to touch; all physical senses appear 
along a continuum from subtle to coarse. 

So to Apollo & Orpheus together ought the poet to address his aubade. And likewise 
Pan, Dionysus, & Demeter; a mythical pentad enthroned in the grand 
phenomenological pantheon. 
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COSMOGENESIS OF SPIRIT 

Before a barren canvas, Botticelli, brush in hand, pauses for a draught of Chianti. His 
eyes gaze steadily into the immaculate depths before him as the wine incites his 
palate. Then, returning the beaker to its perch, he sets to work. When his brush 
leaves the canvas, the first stroke of Birth of Venus remains. 

We find this Renaissance master in the midst of the creative act—what force impels 
Botticelli to paint his magnum opus? By evening, Venus will stand before us in 
resplendent beauty, surrounded by her attending nymphs & demigods. A moment 
before, the entire scene was no more than a pageant in the artist’s conceit; a figment 
in Botticelli’s mind. The artist must first rend this beauty asunder from his own 
psyche in order that he, & all posterity, can admire it— 
She must suffer the pain of separation in order to experience the unalloyed rapture of 
aesthetic reunion— 
He must divide himself in two so that one part may admire the other. 

Botticelli’s inspiration appreciates in value manifold by this initial division, 
multiplied as it has been by the admiration of a million viewers down the succeeding 
five centuries. I, writer of this piece, count mine humble self as one further mirror in 
the compounding kaleidoscope of aesthetic ecstasy over Botticelli’s skill. The original 
creative cleft wherein the artist rends a piece of his joy from its original medium 
within his soul potentiates infinite opportunities for communion in this joy; the artist 
first cleaves apart so that innumerable viewers can cleave back together— 

How much more so the First Artist! 

This very act of repeated division & recommunion compounded to infinity is the 
basic creative impulse of the cosmos; creativity mirrors Creation—no, it isCreation. 
One can personify this formative impulse into Jehovah or Quetzalcoatl, or speak of it 
as a pervasive power & name it “Tao.” Such particular designations are accidental in 
that they are not essential; rather they refer to what is; the “thousand masks 
of Brahma.” 

The song of a goldfinch, the blossom of a cherry-tree, the smell of mud, fires in 
winter, the sky at dawn, goats, anything by Márquez—her ingenuity is inexhaustible. 
From the point of singularity at the moment of the Big Bang, an inspired universe 
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perpetually divides herself, thus to behold herself anew from novel vantages, from 
my eyes & yours. 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

COSMOGENESIS OF RIPPLES 

On a still night, a pool reflects the full Moon; 
An argent picture of imaginal fidelity. 
Out of the silence that is vast, 
A rustle heralds the approach of a breeze— 
A messenger who will prepare the way before it, 
The voice of one whispering in the stillness. 
What is it it whispers? 

Then the night moves upon the face of the waters, 
Shattering the silver light into ten thousand flickering facsimiles. 
The heavens pour the moonlight into a vessel of serene reflection. Then the said 
vessel shatters— 
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Singularity fractures itself 
To beget shimmering infinity. 

Look about ye! 
Forms, colors, objects, deeds, & appellations: 
Still white light continually compounded 
In the grand kaleidoscope of Creation! 
The mind, like a pool in eternal agitation, 
In imaginal virility 
Engenders a confounded cosmos. 

योगश्चित्तवृत्तिनिरोधः 

yogaś-citta-vṛtti-nirodhaḥ 

“Yoga is the extinction of ripples in the pool consciousness.” 

—Patañjali, The Yoga Sutras; 1.2 

In watchful repose, 
The waters return to calm abiding & 
By & by, the full moon reappears on their pacific face. 
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COSMOGENESIS OF STORYTELLING 

In one of their many sublime fairytales, the Brothers Grimm present a miller’s 
daughter imprisoned in the dungeon of a castle, charged by the king to weave a 
cellar-full of straw into pure gold after her desperate father boasted that his daughter 
could perform such a feat. With only a spinner’s wheel to negotiate the 
transformation & the threat of decapitation to encourage her, she sinks down in 
despair against the cellar wall & sobs—her condition appears Grimm indeed. 

A rustle startles her from tearful indulgence. Amidst her misery, she opens her eyes 
to behold a diminutive visitor who promises the maiden deliverance from her plight 
for the price of the pendant about her neck. To the maiden, this fellow’s offer seems 
her only recourse & she agrees. 

But avaricious king! For the maiden’s accomplishment only stokes the infernal fires 
of his internal greed & the following night, the maiden finds herself again locked 
away, this time in a larger chamber, with still more straw whereupon to effect the 
transmutation. 

Again the imp returns, promising deliverance for the small price of the ring around 
her finger. The maiden hastily agrees. 

Returning the following morning to find a cellar-full of gold, the king is overjoyed. 
“Once more shalt thou perform this feat,” he declares to the miller’s daughter. “And 
with thine success shalt thou become my wife & we shall enjoy these riches together.” 

The maiden, concerned that she no longer possess anything of value to barter with 
the fellow of the cellarage, is nevertheless relieved when the same hobgoblin appears 
that night as if out of thin air. Again he offers her deliverance. 

Yet alas—pernicious imp! For though he again transmutes the silage into precious 
metals, yet the same secures the maiden’s firstborn child as ungainly recompense, 
the vicious pact sealed on the condition that she never divine his true name. 

Three years later, the erstwhile miller’s daughter, present queen, is with child of the 
king when a puckish figure spontaneously appears in her chamber. At once, she is 
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overcome with horror as she recognises this fellow & recalls her fatal promise. 
Remembering the conditions of their pact, the maiden tries to guess his name: 

“Heisst du vielleicht Rippenbiest oder Hammelswade oder Schnürbein?” 
Aber es antwortete immer: “So heiss ich nicht.” 

“Do they call you Beastyribs? Flibbertigibet? Gall-belly?” 

He returns for two nights in similar circumstances, & each time she attempts to 
guess his name. 
“The lady guesseth my name not” the imp invariably responds, “and three nights 
hence I’ll have her caught, 
Then by me, her child is got.” 

Distraught, the queen commits the care of her child to a nurse. Then, assuming 
peasants’ garb, she departs to wander in the ancient forest that surrounded the 
castle, probably the magical Black Forest in Southern Germany, because she could 
not bear the sight of her beloved child, knowing that he would soon be taken from 
her. Maybe of sheer coincidence, or perhaps some woodland powers guided her step, 
before long she heard a familiar voice, cackling & singing a woodland chanty. She 
stopped in her tracks: before her in a glade was the selfsame imp to whom she was 
indebted withal, dancing gleefully about a fire-pit. The queen made out his words: 

“Heute back ich, 
Morgen brau ich, 
Übermorgen hol ich der Königin ihr Kind; 
Ach, wie gut ist, dass niemand weiss, 
dass ich Rumpelstilzchen heiss!“ 

She turned around and ran whence she had come & the trees mercifully guided her 
back to the castle. 

As expected, the visitor returns the following night & victoriously demands his 
horrible claim. She reminds him of their agreement &, with secret confidence, begins 
her final round of guessing. 
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“Heissest du Kunz?” 
“Nein.” 
“Heissest du Heinz?” 
“Nein.” 
“Heisst du etwa Rumpelstilzchen?“ 

Some version recount the imp instantly disappearing in a puff of smoke, while others 
attest that he departed on a flying ladle, shaking his fist and issuing expressions of 
wroth & choler as he soared out the open chamber-window. Irregardless of the 
trickster’s method of escape, this fairy-tale upholds the stereotype of its genre & the 
queen, the king (miraculously cured of his former rude materialism) & their son live 
happily ever after. 

Though the Brothers Grimm collected this fairy tale in 1812, its origins far predate 
this publication. Rumpelstiltskin stems from the trove of Teutonic folklore that was 
preserved through centuries of oral tradition. Indeed, such a story serves as a time-
capsule of sorts, ferrying its precious contents through the rise & fall of people’s & 
generations. Another tradition’s narrative recounts that Noah’s Ark preserved the 
world’s fauna through a great flood—it served as a vessel in space. The story of Noah 
itself, as it is recounted in the Old Testament, serves also as a kind of ark; this vessel, 
however, ferries its contents not through space but through time. Indeed some forty-
odd centuries later, its contents remain unsullied by the passing 
ages. Rumpelstiltskin & all other stories of value represent vessels of no less 
consummate virtue. 

Nevertheless, like any vessel, stories serve both to conserve & to conceal their 
contents. Hidden within a shell of kings, forests, imps, & millers’ daughters, we 
discover an kernel of spiritual pith: namely, the power of true names. The Chinese 
philosopher Confucius intimated this power when he demanded accuracy of 
nomenclature in his teaching called “Rectification of Names.” As he writes 
inAnalects 13.3: 

If names be not correct, language is not in accordance with the truth of things. If language be 
not in accordance with the truth of things, affairs cannot be carried on to success 
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…& society will crumble, to paraphrase this illustrious Oriental. Nevertheless, even 
such a lofty insight is a relative trifle compared to the ontological stakes that this 
question invokes. 

“Let there be light.” 

Or rather 

י֑אֹור  ְיִה֣

In an instant, one apprehends the hypothetical consequences should the Almighty 
have stuttered in the scene of Genesis 1:3. 

For my less-charitable reader, the connection between the Brothers Grimm’s fairy-
tales & Confucius’ Rectification of Names may have appeared tenuous yet perhaps 
acceptable. Likely, however, with my subsequent invocation of Scripture, my reader 
may have waxed downright indignant. Nevertheless, he must perceive even in the fog 
of his own ire that language itself, like the stories it constitutes, is but a vessel to 
contain a germ that is totally ineffable & that, therefore, even in communication that 
is entirely literal, the best anyone can do is speak in metaphor & parable to 
approximate this unspeakable treasure. Language is, to employ the Zen expression: 

A finger pointing at the moon 

Every thing in our universe is a constellation of subatomic particles—protons, 
neutrons, quarks, electrons, etc…. What constellates them, we should ask, into the 
form of a mango, a monkey-wrench, a popinjay? 

This formative power is the cosmic “Word” (which “Word became flesh” (John1:14)). 
Words, names, stories, deeds, & appellations contain a formative power: to fashion 
out of our undifferentiated sense-data of electromagnetism a cosmos that is cogent & 
meaningful. The Word is the chisel that sculpts the universe as we know it out of 
arbitrary energy-waves in a hypothetical ether. 

Einstein’s intimation of this connection between Word & world inspired him to 
write: 
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If you want your children to be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them to be very 
intelligent, read them more fairy tales. 

In this case, the prize is twofold; one benefits both from a strengthening of the soul 
wrought of the effort to crack the shell of these tales, as well as the acquisition their 
pith & treasure. Again, stories, as verbal vessels, both contain & conceal their riches. 
This coincidental duality of preservation & obfuscation is the basis for all bona 
fide esoteric & occult traditions. Exoterically, the Grimm fairy tales is a collection of 
children’s stories; esoterically it’s a cartography of the human soul. Why, we may 
ask, should these precious contents be concealed in the guise of fable & fiction? To 
some degree, we have already answered this: the stories serve as vessels for their 
contents. Nevertheless, one is also reminded of a similar question, recorded in an 
illustriouser source the The Lizard-Press: 

And the disciples came, and said unto him, Why speakest thou unto them in parables? He 
answered and said unto them, Because it is given unto you to know the mysteries of the 
kingdom of heaven, but to them it is not given. For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, 
and he shall have more abundance: but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away 
even that he hath. Therefore speak I to them in parables: because they seeing see not; and 
hearing they hear not, neither do they understand. 

—Matthew 13:10-13 
One might consider all testaments of value in a similar manner. For some, “the play’s 
the thing;” for others, it is a device for loftier purposes. If, for instance, one dismisses 
the exoteric alchemical ideal of transmuting baser metals to gold purely on the basis 
of this project’s incongruence with the Periodic Table of Elements—”lead is lead & 
gold is something else”—then one has tragically missed the essence of the whole 
enterprise as one who “seeing, sees not.” No less mistaken is the Bible-thumper who, 
citing the first chapter of Genesis, says, “it took exactly seven days, damnit” & 
conveniently proceeds to confession to exculpate himself for cursing at you & 
thumping the Holy Book. 

While this fellow betakes himself to nominal repentance, let us again consider the 
nature of stories from a broader perspective. If we examine our own lives as we 
ordinarily conceive of them, we will find their substance to be nothing other than 
living tapestries wrought of a myriad narratives, plots, & circumstantial anecdotes, 
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all stitched together by the threads of memory. Our identities are our stories; the 
latter which ferry the former through the river of time—vessels which both contain & 
conceal the kernel of our timeless essence. How do you know you are the same 
person who blew out seven candles on a dinosaur birthday-cake in 1995? Because 
your stories weave together into a narrative that ties you to this sandy-haired rascal. 
What are you, bereft of your stories, plots, narratives, titles, deeds, accomplishments, 
& appellations? No-thing, & therefore, everything— 

You are. 

I am that I am 

—Exodus 3:14 

We remember stories to forget them finally. 

 

 

 


